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Post-apartheid youth:
where to?
Zubeida Jaffer

“Every country and every epoch has one! it seems: a
generation born after the flood! whose lives are much
easier and whose freedoms are taken for granted"”
So writes Vukani Mde on page four of this publication"
With National Youth Day once again upon us! the
SA Reconciliation Barometer takes a look at
reconciliation as it affects young people" Are we
seeing reconciliation among young students or mere
tolerance?  Amanda Gouws takes us on a journey
through contemporary campus politics in Stellenbosch
on page six"

Are they learning new patterns of decorum that
elevate interpersonal relations or is manipulation and
thuggish behaviour becoming entrenched? Brian
O’Connell’s efforts at the University of the Western
Cape highlight the need for active interventions to
place the nature of post#apartheid youth relations
high on the country’s agenda" On page eight! we
catch a brief glimpse into his own youth"
Xolela Mangcu! on page ten! observes youth
interactions from his vantage point as a parent" He
makes an impassioned plea that we do not burden
them with our past" “We have to find a way of having
our children – both black and white # firmly conscious
of the past without locking them into that past’s own
historically#specific ways of dealing with issues of
racial identity!” he writes"  “They will make of such
identities what they will! with or without us"”

This edition of the SA Reconciliation Barometer offers
insights that will contribute towards understanding
how to  create that space for the youth to freely “join
the South African team”! cutting the jersey to fit their
size and particular style"

By being true to their own destinies! they will
contribute to national life in ways that can only
honour those young people who! long long ago! on
June $% $&'%! raised their voices in protest and paid
with their lives"

Zubeida Jaffer is a journalist and political analyst
with the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation.

Youth push up the
mercury
Karin Lombard

The SA Reconciliation Barometer has found that
almost eight out of ten South African youths ('&()
are confident of a happy future for all races in South
Africa! whilst close on half of all young South Africans
()*() feel that the relationship between the various
races is improving"

These results! emanating from the October +,,+
national SA Reconciliation Barometer survey! do not
indicate a national trend towards greater pessimism
about race relations among South Africa’s youth"

If anything, the data show that young people appear
more positive in their evaluations of present and
future race relations in the country than older
generations. Whilst 48% of South Africans between
the ages of 16 and 24 feel race relations are
improving, 44% of those between the ages of 25
and 49 agree. Only 39% of South Africans older
than 50 years feel the same way.

Moreover! almost a third (-+() of South Africans in
the $% to +) age group are very confident of a happy
future for all races" The portion of people very
confident about future race relations in the +. to )&
age group is smaller at about a quarter (+%()! whilst
only about a fifth (+$() of respondents older than
., years are optimistic about race relations in the
future" Between ).( and )'( of all South Africans
in each of the age categories are fairly confident of
a happy future for all races"
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There were few inter#generational differences in
attitudes towards personal racial contact and
integration" .'( of South Africa’s youth agreed that
they had no problem living in a neighbourhood where
half their neighbours belonged to another racial
group" Similary .*( of young respondents felt that
members of another race should be allowed to teach
in “their” schools" These findings indicate a certain
degree of willingness to coexist with other races in
an amicable and tolerant manner"

This willingness to learn how to engage with South
Africans of other racial! linguistic or cultural
backgrounds is also evident in the fact that more
than three quarters ('*() of South Africans under
the age of +) agreed that schools should incorporate
exercises that help children understand the customs
and ways of other groups! like people from other
racial! religious or cultural groups"

Despite this apparent goodwill to learn to live
together! many young people still find it difficult to
really relate to people belonging to other race groups
with .*( of South Africans between $% and +) years
of age reporting having difficulties in understanding
the customs and ways of other race groups"

More encouragingly! however! only -*( of South
African youths admitted that they felt uncomfortable
around groups of people belonging to another race!
whilst a larger portion ()$() asserted that they did
not feel uncomfortable around other race groups"

South Africa! no doubt! has a long way to go towards
racial harmony and reconciliation" The alleged racial
attacks reported on the campus of the University of
Stellenbosch bear testimony to the long road ahead"
These instances! however! appear to be exceptions
rather than the rule" The data from the SA
Reconciliation Barometer indicate that whilst wide#
ranging meaningful integration may be hampered
by a lack of understanding! the willingness to coexist
in a peaceful manner is certainly present"

South Africans have made a good start. It is
encouraging that the youth, the post-apartheid
generation, are optimistic about the country’s
chances at finding solutions to the problems their
parents and grandparents created. If they see hope
for the future, who are we to stop them.

Karin Lombard is project leader of the
Reconciliation Barometer, an initiative of the
Institute for Justice and Reconciliation.

?Something to think about…

Optimist ic  about  the  future? According
to the SA Reconci l iat ion Barometer only
.%(  of South African youths feel that the
c o u n t r y  i s  m o v i n g  i n  t h e  o v e r a l l  r i g h t
direction "  Only +'(  disagree !  whilst  $'(
are uncertain "

Was his face red!  A bold young man in the
Qumbu district of the Eastern Cape Province
forgets his lines in the middle of singing praises
to Bantu Holomisa when a delegation from the
IJR visited his village.
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The new generation of
‘born - frees’
Vukani  Mde

Every country and every epoch has one! it seems:
a generation born after the flood! whose lives are
much easier and whose freedoms are taken for
granted"

They are carefree and irreverent! and can’t be
bothered by how atrocious the war was! or how noble
the struggle of their parents" It is a state of
affairs that lasts until the realities of domestic or
global politics shock them out of their youthful
indulgence and they have to survive their own
flood! fight their own wars! or simply grow up"

Between the two world wars London and Paris
sparkled with the energy of the Bright Young Things!
as the young urban middle classes attempted to
outlive the horrors of war and recession"
In the United States! the baby boomers were the first
generation born after the second world war! and
raised under an assured Pax Americana" They came
to maturity during the struggles of the late Sixties
and early Seventies! driving such diverse movements
as women’s lib and the Black Panthers" That
is! until they put on their power suits in the Eighties
and joined the Establishment"

In the Nineties Africa rumbled under the impatient
agitation of its own post#independence generation!
who for the first time were challenging the
elites that had ruled the continent for over thirty
years" Today Zimbabwe’s ‘Born#Frees’ have virtually
kicked the ruling party out of urban centres and
delivered Harare and Bulawayo to the young
opposition movement"

South Africa has its own phenomenon of post-
liberation (perhaps the correct term is ‘post-
trauma’) youth. They are the kwaito kings of our
townships, the Y-citizens of our urban malls.

Whether you celebrate their emergence as this
generation’s radio lifestyle driver Yfm and product
marketers tend to do! or lament it in the way Nelson
Mandela felt compelled to do in $&&&! you can’t ignore
the ‘Boom Shaka generation’! as Madiba dubbed them"

This country is! of course! not new to restless
youngsters at odds with their parents" After all! $&'%
was the angry outburst of the young against the
acquiescence of the Sixties and early Seventies" But
today’s young are different! seeming to occupy a
diametrically opposite corner to the '%ers" They have
been accused of being “apathetic”! “uninvolved”! and

excessively materialistic" In return they claim that
they are misunderstood"

Malusi Gigaba! president of the African National
Congress Youth League! shakes his head when asked
about the current challenges of organising South
Africa’s young" Until $&&) the ANC Youth League
was the most significant youth organisation in the
country" After $&&)! the decline was swift" Today’s
organisation is a shadow of its former self! fancifully
claiming an unverified membership of ),, ,,,"

Gigaba complains: “The young ones today are hard
to lead" The feeling is that ‘we are free now’ and you
get declining levels of participation"” But
why should it be like this? After all! is the struggle
really that over for the young?

If South Africa’s ‘young ones’ are not taking their
direction from the ANCYL and other ‘traditional’
organisations! then where are they being led and by
whom?

The ‘traditional’ leadership organisations –
and this rubric includes church and community youth
groups !  and the students ’  movement as
much as it does political formations – complain
that their marginality in today’s South Africa
is a result of the ‘demobilisation’ of young
people "  According to this view – broadly
shared by our leaders in government – today’s
teenager cares more for fun and partying!
and of course the all important pursuit of
material success"

DJ FRESH WORKING AT THE YFM BIRTHDAY BASH.
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So is the struggle really over! or has it merely shifted
its sightlines?

I put the question to Andile Gaelesiwe! entertainer!
sexual assault survivor! anti# abuse activist and head
of Yfm’s social desk" “The struggle is just beginning!”
she says" “But it’s a different struggle" It’s very
personal! spiritual! emotional! and not suited to
slogans”"

I suspect these are the sorts of answers the likes of
Malusi Gigaba would not enjoy! but  then how would
a political youth movement lead a struggle
that’s defined as ‘emotional’?

When I ask Gaelesiwe to speculate on who is leading
South Africa’s young (and where to)! she flings
open her arms to embrace the room" “Look
around you”! she says! “The youth are being
led from here”"

We are in the reception lounge of Y#fm’s offices in
Rosebank! decorated in dark blues and bright reds!
with black and white photos of Y deejays and
youth icons adorning the walls"

“Where they are being led to is the complex part"
That’s where our social desk comes in" They must
come to us because we have the coolest parties! but
they must stay because we have the coolest message"”

And Gaelesiwe is convinced that the young! even
pre#teens! respond to social campaigns! just as long
as they’re packaged in ways that suit them" In
Y#world! it is only the failure of the traditional
organisations to adapt to this that renders them
impotent"

This last part is true enough"

South Africa’s new young are not as ‘uninvolved’
or ‘materialistic’ as they are accused of being.
Take the time to talk to them, and soon you discover
a wealth of ambitions and ideas about the economy,
poverty and jobs, Aids, popular art, and any other
issue affecting them.

I spent a pleasant evening at The Zone’s Primi Piatti
– a favourite hangout within spitting distance of Y’s
studios – with Andiswa! Thabisa and Nandi!
three young women who all claimed to be +$ (with
cigarettes perched elegantly on their fingers! ordering
exotic cocktails! they would! wouldn’t they?)

Nandi has a film qualification from the African Film
and Dance Academy" Thabisa’s a poet and they share
digs in Melville not far from the Baseline
jazz club! another favoured hangout" The young
women hold opinions on! and seem to involve
themselves with! everything under the sun"

Ask them who their icons and role models are! and
there are no gangsters or kwaito stars on the list"
Instead they idolise young adults who are emerging
as leaders in their fields! and who distinguish
themselves with community involvement and
activism"

The 29ers, as the Y generation calls them, includes
everyone from Gaelesiwe herself to fashion
designer Nkhensani Manganyi, afronaut Mark
Shuttleworth and Yfm deejays Fresh and Oscar.

Not your fiery sloganeers then! still! hardly
irresponsible hedonists advocating mindless self#
indulgence" When in $&&& loveLife drew up a list of
the +, most influential South Africans according to
the youth! the +&ers beat the pants off everyone!
from the Archbishop to the president" Malusi Gigaba
wasn’t even on the radar" Nelson Mandela scraped
through! barely escaping total irrelevance"

Perhaps older generations in this country are far more
naïve than the youth" After all! they are the ones
who’ve failed to notice that the second deluge
is already here: for how can you live cheek#by#jowl
with Aids! unemployment! sexual violence! the legacy
of inequality! survive all of these! and still
be accused of apathy?

Vukani Mde is a journalist at This Day in
Johannesburg. This Day has generously offered
this article to the SA Reconciliation Barometer.

?Something to think about…

R e a s o n  f o r  O p t i m i s m ?  T h e  S A
Reconc i l iat ion  Barometer  survey  found
that --(  of  youths felt  they were better
off than a year ago !  )+(  thought nothing
had  changed !  whi l s t  +.(  thought  they
were worse off "



‘The host’ who
welcomes ‘the other’
Amanda Gouws

“From now on we may foster truth and
reconciliation by invoking the memory of the
TRC.  The redemptive memory and spirit of
the TRC will mark the post-TRC period. We
will draw our healing power from the spirit
of the Report that will have to remain within
South Africa as long as the memory of pain,
alienation and the incision of the past
remains. The question remains, whether this
will be possible and at what cost”.
Ebrahim Moosa

How do we deal with! or what do we say to (white)
students who claim that they are too young to have
any memory of apartheid and are not responsible
for its injustices?  I hear this regularly in my politics
classes"  Yet! at the same time! for many black
students of the same age the wounds of apartheid
loom large! but because they are in a minority in the
classroom! the debate about reconciliation is always
uneven and acrimonious"

The issue of collective guilt is one that I find very
difficult to explain to students who do not want to
engage with apartheid history anymore! and who
are convinced that they should not bear the burden
of the past" The students I engage with believe that
reconciliation is a “feel good concept” – the idea that
the truth was told during the TRC process and that
victims have forgiven the perpetrators for the most
part and that we now all live happily ever after"  To
move beyond that is not to want to leave well alone"

The idea that reconciliation may also have a socio#
economic dimension to them smacks of reverse
discrimination! where they have to “pay a price for
political decisions they were not involved in”" For
them it is making the playing field uneven not even"

It is only through engagement with greater diversity
of race! language! religion and sexual orientation
that students experientially get to understand that
their interpretation of the world is not the only one"
Diversity on campus is! however! limited and
sometimes openly resisted"

Many people have interpreted the recent
attacks on students by the “black hand” in
Majuba residence as racist and homophobic
and a sign of just how “underground”
resistance against transformation has become.

The latest explanation for those events is that it had
nothing to do with racism or homophobia but a
redress of excessive use of “dagga”"  Clandestine issues
of this nature are not the prevailing climate on the
campus and will eventually be handled with the
severity they deserve"

What is the prevailing climate is that we have not
yet moved beyond the politics of the past where we
can have open debates about the past and where
students can formulate their own position on the
campus around reconciliation" Transformation is still
viewed as something “imposed from above”"  Yet!
most students have responded well to this imposition!
such as residences drawing up their own diversity
plans and implementing diversity initiatives"

The problem is that the university is still “the host”!
welcoming “the other” to an institutional culture
where minority students have to accept the rules of
an existing culture and where their voices are
easi ly  s i lenced "  (Read mere toleration) "

Thus group politics! such as in the past! still remains
the prevailing strategy" This was clearly expressed on
+- May +,,- when the Black Student Association
(BSA) was launched to become the voice of black (in
the inclusive sense) students"  Only five white students
were present" Interests are therefore defined in racial
terms! not across racial boundaries and around issues
such as gender# based violence! increasing tuition
fees or higher education policies as one would expect
in a democratic society"

Students have not progressed beyond the us/them
divide – clearly because white and black students do
not appear to share the same interests and problems
and have not developed a collective voice"
Reconciliation therefore is the status quo"

A consequence of this perception of reconciliation is
that white students can remain passive – they have
to do nothing to change the status quo! while black
students have to be politically engaged to change it"

page 6
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MATIES NEED SOME
SOUL SEARCHING…

Taryn Cohn

It is with dismay and anger that I reflect upon the
reports that have emerged about the University of
Stellenbosch.

As a student of this university, I am horrified that
incidents of assault are taking place – regardless of
the reason.

As a former chairman of the South African Union of
Jewish Students’ Maties branch and former executive
member of the SA Liberal Students Association and
Lesbigay, I am embarrassed by the whole sordid mess.

Members of these organisations have been the sole
source of the “facts” that link the attack to the claims
about vigilantes. I am disappointed and confused by
their actions.

To the members of the above societies I have this to
say: you have undermined the very principles you
claim to protect. What does it help to spend years
fighting for transformation if you take the first possible
opportunities to undermine the hard-won
transformation you achieve- and to do it on the most
public scale possible?

I am the first to admit that the University has much to
answer for, and has not done nearly enough to show
its commitment to change.  But it certainly will not be
helped when the very people we rely on to drive that
change, in the form of societies such as yours, do
nothing constructive with this opportunity.
Speak out, by all means. Do it, however, with some
serious forethought and perhaps a little intuition.

To the administration I say: take a stand on this incident
to show your commitment to rooting out the elements
that continue to drag the university through the
quicksand of its past thinking.

To the aggressors: if your act was motivated by the
factors the press allege, then hear this – the future is
upon us. Go home and ask your parents why they did
nothing to prepare you for it.

To the students of Stellenbosch: this is what you get
from apathy in student politics. Each incident like this
that is allowed to be blown up tarnishes the gold seal
on your degree and makes the inescapable process of
change all the more painful to you.

Taryn Cohn is an M.Phil Student in Development
Studies at the University of Stellenbosch

This letter was written in response to an article entitled
“Varsity Vigilantes terrorise Students”, which appeared
on the front page of the Sunday Times on the 4th May
2003.

Most incoming students presently were born
after the state of emergency.  They have no
memory of the liberation struggle framed in
the context of a “total strategy and a total
onslaught”.

Many of them were children when adults watched
the TRC process unfold on Special Assignment and in
the newspapers"  Most of all there is no collective
memory among the “suburb kids” and the “township
kids”"  If there is no collective memory! how can we
expect collective guilt?   Some of my students were
deeply moved by Antjie Krog’s Country of my Skull
while others said I waste their time with “sentimentele
versinnings” (sentimental fabrications)"

Thus the challenge remains: how to bring
reconciliation down to a grassroots level – to the
mundane of everyday living?

Professor Gouws is head of the Political Studies
Department at the University of Stellenbosch.
She is also on the advisory committee of the SA
Reconciliation Barometer

P R O F E S S O R  R U S S E L

BOTMAN IS VICE RECTOR

OF THE UIVERSITY OF

S T E L L E N B O S C H .  H E

RECENTLY RECEIVED A

LETTER  CONTAINING

CRUDE  AND RACIST

REMARKS. THE LETTER

ALSO CONTAINED A

POWDERY SUBSTANCE

T H A T  R A I S E D  A N

ANTHRAX SCARE.
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Will they wear the
south african jersey
with pride?
Brian O’Connell

I lived in an area that was very poor! District Six!
which had many gangs and where the homes! on the
outside at least! were! generally! quite dilapidated"
We tend sometimes to romanticise life in District Six"
It was hard for many" There was! however! a sense
of community! and we borrowed a cup of sugar next
door without loss of self#esteem! because we knew
that “our ship would also come in”" The gangs fought
with one another and sometimes there were
stabbings! even fatal ones! but generally they left
non#gang members alone" If anything their actions
were not characterised by a meanness of spirit"

There was great joy at my success at school and
university! as well as in sport" I was one of theirs!
making a go of things and the applause was genuine"

There were many! many sports clubs in District Six
and Bo#Kaap and Woodstock and Salt River! and
wherever else the oppressed lived" There were also
many churches and church halls! of every
denomination! where young people gathered in
community! worshipping! singing hymns! playing
games! acting in plays" The street corners found us
congregating together! swopping tales or just
crooning like the Ink Spots! with eyes closed! bodies
swaying! and with arms and hands rhythmically
expressing our delight"

But then came the Group Areas Acts and the pass
laws and the destruction of integrated communities"

Families! clubs and churches were dismantled! while
our youth in anger rose up in struggle and assailed
authority in all its forms" The family! the community
and its social organisations! the clubs and churches
and schools all lost their hold" The mean#spirited!
gun#toting gangs began to flourish and a new and
very different generation began to emerge"

Our youth are having a very different and a very
difficult experience today! and I believe that if we do
not capture them for South Africa! if we do not
connect them to this country’s life and have them
accept the responsibility of being the future of this
country! then that future may be dark indeed"

The University of the Western Cape (UWC)! where
I work! is a vibrant institution! committed to the
project of knowledge production! teaching! and
community and youth development"

A few weeks ago we set up a commission of enquiry
at the University to look at one or two matters
relating to our youth and their notion of relationships
that troubled us"

One of our student organisations had put out
scurrilous pamphlets based on untruths about the
Students Representative Council  (SRC)" The SRC
responded by suspending the organisation without
due process" It had earlier suspended its Senior Vice#
President! also without due process" Also a group of
nursing students had expressed their anger at what
they charged was unfair treatment by the Provincial
Administration! by preventing a number of its officials
from leaving the premises"

Given our legal and rights frameworks as
enshrined in our Constitution, and our
comprehensive suite of laws, supported by
mechanisms for seeking redress in every
circumstance, the actions listed above suggested
that these young, very well educated, extremely
articulate leaders of tomorrow had not
internalised some of the fundamental building
blocks of our new democracy. The same might
be said of our Campus Protection service.

The student organisation believed that its relationship
with the SRC was political and not developmental
and that in politics “anything goes”" Falsehoods were
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simply part of the tools of the trade in the quest for
power" The SRC! in turn!  believed that they had the
power to act in the way they did! even though they
were violating the rights of both the organisation
and their Vice#President" The nursing students decided
 that when some channels had failed to deliver for
them the desired result! then forcibly detaining people
was a legitimate way to act" Our Campus Protection
did not do everything in their power! including the
seeking of assistance from the South African Police
Services! to help to secure the rights of the Provincial
officials to freedom of movement"

All of these actions were quite common and
sometimes even necessary during our struggle for
freedom against the illegitimate Apartheid regime
and all its oppressive apparatuses and agents"

We had no authority to turn to nine years ago! but
we have these now" But are nine years of freedom
too short a time to break old ways or to develop new
ones?

Have we done too little to assist our people to
understand what a rights culture is and to believe
that adherence to it secures the best interests of the
individual and our nation? Have we clearly enough
articulated a vision for our country and have we
found the words and the symbols and the practices
that give form to that vision? Have we seriously
applied our minds to the task of overcoming the hurt
and the alienation and the anger and the sense of
disaffection that is the legacy of that horrible past?

How do we build a caring! joyful nation that is
characterised by hope and agency! based on
knowledge! or do we simply leave it to chance? We
have the challenge of creating a new identity! a post#
apartheid South African identity challenging and
transcending the past! while facing the future" We
need good conversations! good thoughts and good
practices to take us there"

Our leaders, in every sphere of life, but
particularly the political, have the heavy burden
of facilitating the development of our youth,
and of capturing them for South Africa, of
getting them to join our team and wear our
jersey with pride, and play their hearts out so
that we may succeed.

Our future lies in the reconstruction of family and
community" We must again attempt the kind of hope
conversation framed by the RDP before it became
associated with welfare and handouts from
government" When it was envisaged as a framework
for a developmental conversation within the context
of the family in community! within which the
community would agree on their developmental path
and would seek support for their plan from
government and other agencies! and where the vision
was for self#reliance! coupled to personal and collective
agency"

I am privileged! almost daily! to experience young
South Africans awakening" Many are ready for this
nation#building project" We must build on their hope
and energy and agency and urgency and mobilise
them and all our people around this theme" UWC is
ready to accept that challenge"

Professor Brian O’Connell is the Rector and Vice-
Chancellor of the University of the Western Cape.

?Something to think about…

The SA Reconci l iat ion  Barometer  found
that '*(  of  South African youths agreed
that government should include exercises
in the curriculum that could help children
understand the customs and ways of other
g r o u p s !  l i k e  p e o p l e  f r o m  o t h e r  r a c i a l !
rel igious or  cultural  backgrounds "
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From a parents’ point
of view
Xolela Mangcu

As a young black parent who grew up under apartheid!
I am often torn by two clashing instincts" On the one
hand! I want my children to understand the history
that has informed our collective political and social
identities as black people" On the other! I want them
to be able to define their world as they see it! and
that is as autonomous beings! unburdened by my
issues"

I use this personal example to illustrate that these
are not just social! theoretical concerns! but everyday
problems facing individuals throughout this country"

It would! however! also be a mistake to limit these
existential problems to individuals" The ongoing
debates about integrating institutions of higher
learning illustrate yet again the tension between
holding on to historical identities or abandoning
those identities for new ones"

There is a somewhat similar dilemma with respect
to the identities of young whites" Do we ascribe to
white children collective historical identities as
apartheid’s beneficiaries! even if they were not there
to support it? Alternatively! do we absolve them of
anything to do with that history? If we ascribe these
historical identities to them! when is the cut#off date
for using such identities as a form of racial blackmail?

Yet! if we absolve them of any historical responsibility!
would we not be giving licence to an individualistic
culture that denies the reality of our society’s inherited
structural imbalances? These dilemmas of white

identity are always starkly reproduced in discussions
around racial reconciliation! particularly over the
question of who bears responsibility for apartheid"

On the one hand would be those who – supporting
a group approach to politics and reconciliation –

suggest that whites as a group must take collective
responsibility for apartheid" Despite the existence of
a few ‘good apples’ among them" This is the position
prominent anti#apartheid white activists such as
Beyers Naude! Albie Sachs and Carl Niehaus take"

Methodological individualists would put a primacy
on individual responsibility! and their method of
reconciliation would have only those who did
anything wrong apologise for that specific activity"

How then can we possibly resolve these dilemmas!
especially in the area of youth reconciliation? My
own suspicion is that this duality of thinking amongst
old people about our racial identities may turn out
to be an inadequate response to the complexity of
the emerging identities one sees among youth cultural
movements"

These movements embody a consciousness about the
past that also seems to exist with a continual process
of cross#racial individual autonomy" For example!
contrary to the generalisation that black kids who
go to whites schools are likely to be co#opted into
Western ways of behaviour! we can also observe a
cultural rebellion among black students in
those schools" They demand to be taught in their
languages! they style their hair in African ways! and
they insist on being taught their history"

Indeed! some of the leading popularisers of the youth
music genre known as kwaito went to preppy!
predominantly white schools" Granted that these
schools are still holding on to their Eurocentric culture!
we also cannot pretend that no challenges to this
order are being mounted"

Iris Young! political analyst and philosopher! points
to a way in which we can begin to resolve or manage
the tension between group and individual identity
when she argues that: “a person’s particular sense of
history! affinity! and separateness! even the person’s
mode of reasoning! evaluating and expressing feeling!
are constituted partly by his or her group affinities"
This does not mean that persons have no individual
styles! or are unable to transcend or reject a group
identity" Nor does it preclude person’s from having
many aspects that are independent of these group
identities"”

It is that process of improvisation that is most
fascinating about youth culture movements"
However! beyond the multiracial character of these
identities! it is important that we support the



substantive cross#cultural learning that is happening
in these settings"

They are using the raw materials of their
cultural history to create new positive identities.
These young people are increasingly turning
to the arts as a form of expression of their
historical, as well as their emerging identities.

For example! kwaito artists have literally retrieved
old! classical African songs and remixed them for their
contemporary audiences" Not only that! they
increasingly have brought back some of the old
themes of self#reliance and self#assertion" For example!
in one of his songs! kwaito king! Arthur Mafukate!
sings: “Uzoyithol’ kanjani uhlel’ ekhoneni” (How will
they get jobs hanging out in a street corner?) Another
artist! Mdu! brings in the role of government in
addressing unemployment: ‘Bab’u government (father
government)! sikhathele ukushizila (we’re tired of
stealing)! sifun ‘isinkwa (we want bread)" Popular
kwaito star Mandoze sings about issues of self#reliance
and independence"

It is also very important to bear in mind that these
artists have a cross#racial appeal! so that these themes
become universalised" Steve Biko described this kind
of cross#cultural learning as follows:

“Once the various groups within a given
community have asserted themselves to the
point that mutual respect has to be shown then
you have the ingredients of a true and
meaningful integration. Out of this mutual
respect for each other and complete freedom
of self-determination there will obviously arise
a genuine fusion of the lifestyle of the various
groups. This is true integration.”

This youth culture model of reconciliation is clearly
different from the classical perpetrator#victim model
of reconciliation of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission" Racial reconciliation for older people
who lived under apartheid cannot mean the same
thing as it does for those who did not live under
apartheid"

It is more likely that reconciliation is not an express
objective of these relationships! since there is very
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little direct oppression to talk about" These are young
people who grow up to form natural relationships!
even if they are conscious of their respective histories"
Fluidity of identity is thus more suitable than any
suggestion of either a fixed historical identity or a
disembodied autonomous identity" That fluidity is
expressed through an idiom of youth culture that
adults have yet to understand"

We have to find a way of having our children – both
black and white # firmly conscious of the past without
locking them into that past’s own historically#specific
ways of dealing with issues of racial identity" They
will make of such identities what they will! with or
without us"

Xolela Mangcu is Executive Director of the Steve
Biko Foundation.

?Something to think about…

A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  S A  R e c o n c i l i a t i o n
Barometer  %&(  of  South Afr ica ’ s  youth
thought the government was doing a good
job of uniting al l  South Africans into one
nation "

The South African youth are more divided
on the issue of government’s performance
in narrowing the income gap between the
d i f f e r e n t  r a c e  g r o u p s "  .%(  t h o u g h t
government was doing very or fairly well
a n d  )$(  t h o u g h t  t h e y  w e r e  n o t  d o i n g
very wel l  or  not doing wel l  at  al l "



THE SA
RECONCILIATION BAROMETER
TRACKING SOCIO #POLITICAL TRENDS

T h e  R e c o n c i l i a t i o n  B a r o m e t e r  p r o j e c t  o f  t h e  I n s t i t u t e  f o r  J u s t i c e  a n d
Reconc i l iat ion  i s  a  longitudina l  s tudy  that  wi l l  monitor  the  reconc i l iat ion
p r o c e s s "  T h r o u g h  r e g u l a r  a u d i t s  o f  a c t u a l  s o c i a l !  p o l i t i c a l  a n d  e c o n o m i c
transformation;  b i #annual  nat ional  surveys  and ongoing anecdotal  analys is
of  soc io #pol i t ica l  t rends !  the  Barometer  seeks  to  f ind  some answers  to  the
q u e s t i o n  o f  h o w  t h e  c o u n t r y ’ s  r e c o n c i l i a t i o n  p r o c e s s  i s  g o i n g "

This  f i rst  step of  the  Reconci l iat ion Barometer  research paved the way for
the  deve lopment  of  the  f ina l  survey  inst rument !  to  be  implemented  on  a
s ix  monthly #basis "  The f i rst  of  these  t ime #ser ies  results  wi l l  be  avai lable  in
mid #+,,-"

For  further  informat ion contact :  Kar in  Lombard
Tel :  /+'  (+$)  %*%  .,',  or
E #mai l :  Kar in@grove "uct "ac "za
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The 2001 IJR Reconciliation Award was given to Pieter - Dirk Uys

A NEW TRIBE - KENYAN YOUTH IN TRANSITION.

His mother was from the Taita tribe" His father from the Pokomo" "That makes me a Pokotaita!" quipped the -+#year#old Danson
Buya Mungatana! Kenya's youngest member of parliament" Tongue#in#cheek he said he had the misfortune of marrying a woman
of the Kikuyu tribe! now politically out of favour because of its strong association with the former Moi government deposed six
months ago"

Together they have produced a beautiful daughter" "What does this make her? A Pokotaitakuyu?" he said to light titters flittering
around the rondawel#like hall packed with delegates to Kenya's Constitutional Assembly at Bomas in Nairobi"

"No!" he said" " She is Kenyan" I am from the tribe of Kenya"" Mungatana! delegate number $$%! smartly dressed in a slate grey#green
suit! white shirt and patterned gold#coloured tie! was standing! microphone in hand at the edge of the circular floor on which cultural
dancers usually show case their skill" This scene at the Bomas cultural centre speaks of an attempt to draw a large representative
slice of Kenyan society into the constitution#making process" Kenya is a country on the cusp of major change"

"Because of this thing called tribes! people have paid with their blood!" said Mungatana to applause from sections of the gathering
at Bomas" "Stop talking about different tribes" This is not the future" We are not making these laws for ourselves but for the
generations to come" If you don't attend to the Kenyan tribe! we will be back to haunt you""

This is an extract from an article by Zubeida Jaffer. To read the entire article see www.ijr.org.za

You are cordially invited to the Institute’s
Annual

Reconciliation Award Ceremony

The Award for 2002 goes jointly to

Sibongile Khumalo and PJ Powers
for “singing people together”

Date:   Friday, 27 June 2003
Time: 19h00 for 19h30 pm
Venue:          Centre for the Book,

              Queen Victoria
                   Street, Cape Town

For more information contact: Noeroe Jardien
Tel: 021 – 686 5070

E-mail: Noeroe@grove.uct.ac.za


